SAC Budget Meeting Minutes 04/02/19
Minutes: 27
Start Time: 3:16 p.m.
End Time: 3:43 p.m.
ME TO WE
Marvatha: Does not see Me to We on the budget
Ethan: Will be addressed after meeting
Nava: The funds we have are SAC funds plus other funds remaining?
Joey: (On the budget) Second column from the left is taken away and re-distributed.

BLACKNSS
Henry: Why did BlackNSS request 3k?
Joey: Showing films for black history month
- An assembly, leadership and promotional events for Black History month
Curtis: But they got 1500 dollars from parent council
Joey: 1600 bucks for the 5 guest speakers at assemblies
- Bunch of advertising for 600
- Although parent council gave them a decent amount of money it's still not enough to
cover all the expenses

GARDEN CLUB AND DEBATE
Curtis: Garden club received 800?
- Debate received a lot too
Joey: High cost to maintain a garden
- Debate is for tournaments
- Validity of fund requests are based on their contribution to students

Curtis: Budget should be more transparent, there should be a number on the page
- Where is the money going to?
- Should be more detailed process
Kibel: Will provide the budget to you after
- Fair question to ask about transparency
- It won't be constructive at this meeting to go through each item individually

GSA

Malcolm: GSA requested 500 dollars for guest speakers and 60 for pride week materials
- Wondering why we got didn’t get the 60 (received 500)
Joey: Will look into that and get back to you
- Thought that you could use the 500 for pride week as well

GAA
Lauren: Explanation for why GAA got 3000 dollars less than requested?
Joey: The cost it takes to run the athletic assembly was much less than what you asked
- This was based on estimates from BAA and last year
- Also basketball uniforms weren’t funded as it should be for next year

REACH FOR THE TOP
Lauren: Reach requested 0 but got 400
Joey: They got a grant

BAA
Nick: Explanation for why BAA got 1000 dollars less than requested?
Joey: Money was tight, tried to make as many groups happy as possible
- Probably cut weight room equipment request

SOCIAL JUSTICE NSS
- Social justice is having an assembly in april that costs 800 dollars
Curtis: we can cut out 400 dollars from that
Joey: If I had control over the price of guest speakers I would gladly lower it
Henry: Guest speakers don't cost that much
- Came out with 800 dollars from your ass
- Should give exact numbers.
Kibel: It's not wasting 400 dollars because if they don't use that then we get it back
- Social justice said that its 800 dollars, Joey looked into the assembly and said it was
reasonable

OTHER QUESTIONS
Lauren: until the october budget comes through then doesn't GAA have no money?
Joey: by the time the first budget happens there's going to be money spent already
Quentin: when does this money get distributed?
Joey: Ideally after it gets passed through class reps
- Posting the budget on northern academics after, then it will be live

DRAMA AND MUSIC
Jaleelah: Drama and Music funding explanation
Joey: Parent council is being a lot more fickle with money.
Music didn't get that much
CHANGES
90 dollars more for “Me to We”
60 dollars more for GSA
SENATE VOTE TO PASS BUDGET
1 abstain
Rest in favour
Pass

